
  

 

ProDX 4 
ProDX4 brings powerful digital mixing to solo performers, venues, 

schools and commercial applications that require lower channel 

counts with an intuitive, easy-to-use interface that looks great 
anywhere. Keep it simple with its single knob design, perfect for 

quick and easy level adjustments. Get total wireless control via the 
MixerConnect app to unlock recallable mix presets, built-in processing 

like EQ and compression per channel and great-sounding ReadyFX 
effects. Plus, with Bluetooth® streaming, you can wirelessly play 

back music or backing tracks right from your phone. ProDX4 delivers 
the powerful benefits of digital mixing with wireless control in our 

most compact mixer ever. 

 

ProDX 8 

ProDX8 is the ultimate combination of modern digital mixing 
capability and an intuitive, user-friendly interface. Make easy quick 

adjustments thanks to its single knob design or dive in to your mix 
with the Mackie Connect control app for complete wireless control 

and access to powerful mixing tools like EQ, low cut, compression 
and ReadyFX engine, all recallable via mix presets. Perfect for 

performers, bars, schools or workstations that require low channel 
count but all the benefits of digital mixers with an interface that is 

incredibly easy to use and learn. 

 

DC16 & Axis mixing system 

The Mackie AXIS Digital Mixing System delivers unmatched speed, 
visibility and customization for professional production and install. 

With full Dante® interoperability, the modular AXIS system combines 
the power of the 32-channel DL32R digital mixer and innovative 

DC16 control surface to deliver a live sound solution with stunning 
workflow efficiency. Large high-resolution screens provide class-

leading readability and the unique SmartBridge intelligently handles 

up to three iPad® devices. AXIS delivers unparalleled visual feedback 
and customization that result in dramatically faster workflow speed. 

Complete with flexible 32x32 recording and a wide selection of 
powerful DSP, the AXIS system delivers a forward-thinking, modular 

digital mixing solution with more features per price than any other 
digital mixer available. 

 

SRM1550 
The Mackie SRM1550 powered subwoofer is designed from the 

ground up to be the perfect match for SRM450 and SRM350 

speakers, delivering 1200W of raw power paired with a custom high-
output 15" woofer for powerful room-shaking performance. The road-

worthy internally reinforced Poplar cabinet delivers on the "Built-Like-
A-Tank" legacy that the SRM series is known for and its front ported 

design provides maximum punch and low-frequency extension. The 
SRM1550 features stereo XLR inputs, full-range and high-pass 

outputs plus a variable digital crossover that includes presets for the 
Mackie SRM350 and SRM450. Get the powerful low end you need 

from the subwoofer built on the proven SRM legacy. 


